
Host a storytime with Roxy, everyone’s favorite half T. Rex, 
half Unicorn, from the New York Times bestselling author, 

Eva Chen and illustrator Matthew Rivera!

STORY T I M E  K I T

This kit includes:

storytime event suggestions and read-aloud tips

along with reproducible activities.
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HOST A STORYTIME
EVENT SUGGESTIONS

• Set out snacks for the kids. Roxy recommends steak . . . but any snack will do. 

• Encourage the kids to come dressed as a dinosaur or a unicorn—or have costumes 
for them to choose from!

• Hide a special item somewhere in the children’s section. Ask the kids to fi nd it for 
the chance to win a special prize!

• Make copies of the activities in this kit and provide markers and crayons for the
kids to use.

READ-ALOUD TIPS
• Use di� erent voices for Roxy and the other dinosaurs—or invite kids to come up to 

read the other speaking parts. 

• After you fi nish reading, ask the kids what qualities make a good friend and how 
they can help others feel accepted.

• Roxy gets wonderful qualities from both of her parents, like her healthy appetite 
and her runway-ready prance! Ask the kids what positive qualities they get from 
their caretakers.their caretakers.
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DRAW YOURSELF
Draw yourself as an awesome combination of animals! 

Roxy is part T. rex, part inicorn, and all awesome! 
What sort of animal might you be? Part lion? Part dragon? Draw a picture of yourself. 
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THE FRIENDSHIP MAZE
Help Roxy navigate the maze to fi nd her friend, Dexter the Dinocorn!
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Color in Roxy!
Color in Roxy, making sure to get her glorious mane and all her sparkles! 
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Spot the difference!
Look at these two pictures. Can you fi nd the di� erences? (Hint: There are four!)

1. no spoon  2. tote bag handle is purple
3. extra loaf of bread  4. color of tutu changed



Eva Chen is a first-generation Chinese American who grew up in New York 
City. She blames her deviation from premed at Johns Hopkins University on a 
love of fashion and beauty instilled in her by her mother, whose perfect bob and 
lipstick made a permanent imprint on her daughter’s impressionable young mind. 
Previously the editor in chief of Lucky, Eva has also written for Elle, Vogue, Teen 
Vogue, Vogue China, The New York Times, and The Wall Street Journal. She is 
currently the head of fashion partnerships at Instagram, where she is guilty of the 
occasional duck-face selfie. Eva lives in New York City with her husband and two 
children. She is the New York Times-bestselling author of Juno Valentine and the 
Magical Shoes, A Is for Awesome!, Juno Valentine and the Fantastic Fashion 
Adventure, 3 2 1 Awesome!, and Roxy the Last Unisaurus Rex.
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Roxy the Last Unisaurus Rex.


